Information Infrastructure Use Agreement

President
National University Corporation Tokyo Institute of Technology

In consideration of being enrolled in Tokyo Institute of Technology, the undersigned hereby agrees and acknowledges:

1. I shall abide by:
   a) Information Ethics Policy of Tokyo Institute of Technology
   b) Information Security Policy of Tokyo Institute of Technology*1

2. I understand that the transmittance and receipt of information and knowledge (via Information infrastructure of Tokyo Institute of Technology) on and outside the campus are accompanied by social responsibility.

3. I shall use the information infrastructure of Tokyo Institute of Technology in good manner.

4. I agree that the institute will access its communication logs and patterns for information security reasons as needed.

Date: ____________________

Type of Staff card : Matrix Code Only

Department: __________________________________________

Staff ID#: ____________________ N/A

Name: __________________________________________

Signature: __________________________________________

*1 Refer to “Information Security Policy of Tokyo Institute of Technology”(published by Tokyo Institute of Technology)